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Critical currents in quantum Hall conductors with antidot arrays

G. Nachtwei, Z. H. Liu, G. Lu¨tjering, R. R. Gerhardts, D. Weiss,* K. v. Klitzing, and K. Eberl
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Festkörperforschung, Heisenbergstrasse 1, D-70569 Stuttgart, Germany

~Received 29 July 1997; revised manuscript received 3 October 1997!

We have investigated the abrupt onset of dissipation in the quantum Hall effect~QHE! in antidot arrays
patterned on a two-dimensional electron system. Different lateral configurations~periodic or aperiodic antidot
arrays, and single lines of antidots, with diameters between 40 and 100 nm and periods or average spacings
between 300 and 1500 nm! show remarkable differences in their non-Ohmic transport properties. Inperiodic
arrays with large antidot diameter~lithographic diameter 100 nm!, the breakdown current is systematically
reduced with increasing antidot density and determined by the peak value of thelocal current density. From
these measurements, we determined the depletion width around the antidots. Inaperiodic arrays, the break-
down current is markedly lower than in periodic arrays of the same antidot size and density due to higher local
values of the current density at the same total current. This was experimentally confirmed by measurements of
the current dependence of the electron temperature in periodic and aperiodic arrays.Single linesof antidots,
placed across the direction of current flow, cause only a small reduction of the breakdown current in compari-
son with unpatterned reference areas. This is in accordance with the picture ofavalanche electron heatingfor
the breakdown of the QHE, where the electrons reach a quasistationary, elevated temperature only after travel
distances of several 10mm in a supercritical electric Hall field. In antidot lattices withvery small antidot
diameter~40 nm! andsmall lattice period~300 nm!, the antidots provide additional inelastic scattering, which
effectively suppresses the electron heating. This effect overcompensates the geometrical effect of the antidots
and was experimentally verified by the observation of higher breakdown currents compared to the reference
area. A complete absence of a hot-electron-induced hysteresis in the current-voltage characteristics was ob-
served for this type of array.@S0163-1829~98!06316-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation of quantum Hall~QH! plateaus at precisely
defined values of the Hall resistance1 rxy5h/ ie2 ~h is
Planck’s constant,e is electron charge,i is the number of
occupied Landau levels! has been used since 1990 to real
the unit of the electric resistance. For high precision m
surements, the sample current should be as high as pos
but below the critical current where the nearly nondissipat
current flow breaks down. Therefore, a lot of experiments
samples with different material properties2–4 and
geometries5–7 have been performed to understand the ph
ics of the breakdown of the QHE. Since these results are
hardly reconcilable within one conclusive model, differe
mechanisms for the breakdown as intra-~Ref. 8! and inter-
Landau-level transitions,9 or a phenomenological descriptio
on the basis of electron heating,10,11 have been discussed
The breakdown current scales linearly with the sample wi
for lower electron mobilities.2,3 Hence, a nearly homoge
neous current distribution exists at currents close to
breakdown in the presence of a high degree of disorder
contrast, a sublinear increase of the breakdown current
the sample width was observed in high mobility sample4

indicating an inhomogeneous current flow at the breakdo
It was shown experimentally that an inhomogeneous cur
flow leads to a breakdown in distinct local areas of t
sample.5–7 Thus, the degree of disorder and the homogen
of the current distribution are important for the breakdown
the QHE.

We investigate the influence of various lateral antidot
rays ~periodic square lattices, aperiodic arrays, and sin
lines of periodically spaced antidots, placed across the di
570163-1829/98/57~16!/9937~8!/$15.00
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tion of current flow! on the breakdown of the QHE. Th
antidots cause local geometrical constrictions for the curr
flow and act as artificial repulsive impurities. We show th
both the density and the spatial distribution of antidots
essential for the breakdown. By investigating the change
the breakdown current with the antidot spacing in perio
arrays with a rather large lithographic antidot diameter (dL

5100 nm), we give evidence that the breakdown is de
mined by thelocal maximum of current density in the regio
between adjacent antidots. In aperiodic arrays, we obser
drastic reduction of the critical currents, compared with p
riodic arrays of the same antidot density. This is due to
inhomogeneous current flow as a result of the irregular s
tial variation of the current density. These results emphas
the importance oflocal properties on a submicrometer sca
for the breakdown of the QHE. However, our results a
reconcilable with the recently proposed picture of bootstr
type electron heating.12 This is because we observed fo
single linesof antidots, placed across the current flow dire
tion, a markedly smaller reduction of the breakdown curr
than for the corresponding periodic square lattices. Only
latter provide sufficiently long traveling paths for the ele
trons through constrictions between antidots to be effectiv
heated. Further, our measurements of the electron temp
ture clearly show the relevance of electron heating10–12 for
the breakdown of the QHE in antidot arrays.

In a periodic array ofsmall antidots(dL540 nm) with a
small lattice period(a05300 nm), we observed an unex
pected increase of the breakdown current exceeding
value of the unpatterned reference region of the sample.
ther, a complete absence of a hot-electron-induced hyste
in the current-voltage characteristics of the array at inte
9937 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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9938 57G. NACHTWEI et al.
filling factors was observed. We attribute this behavior
additional inelastic scattering for small antidot distanc
which reduces the electron temperature and overcompen
the effect of geometrical reduction by the antidots.

II. SAMPLES

We have investigated several sets of samples, made
three different GaAs/GaxAl12xAs wafers. The first se
~calledL samples below! was patterned as Hall bars~width
w550mm! on a wafer with an electron densityns53.0
31015 m22 and a Hall mobility mH5164 T21 ~mean free
path l mfp514.9mm!. Two arrays of antidots~periodic with
the square lattice constanta0 and aperiodic with an averag
nearest-neighbor spacinĝa& equal to the lattice constan!
were written on each sample by electron beam lithogra
~EBL! and etched by reactive ion etching~RIE!.13 The lattice
constants of theL samples are 1000, 800, 600, and 400 n
The lithographic antidot diameterdL is 100 nm. The sample
of the second set~called Z samples! are Hall bars (w
550mm) with an electron density of 2.231015 m22, mobil-
ity mH596 T21 and l mfp57.5mm. Here, square lattices an
single lines with antidot spacings from 1500 to 800 nm w
patterned, applying the same procedure as for theL samples.
The third wafer, with the parametersns53.131015 m22,
mH560 T21, l mfp55.5mm ~all values atT51.3 K in the
dark!, was used to pattern a Hall bar~called W sample,w
5100mm, same shape asL samples!. This sample contains
a periodic array with the smallest antidot diameter and lat
period of dL540 nm anda05300 nm, and an unpatterne
reference region.

On all samples, we performed dc measurements (0.2<I
<80mA) of the longitudinal and Hall resistances,Rxx and
Rxy , respectively, in the magnetic field range 0<B<10 T
and at temperatures of 1.3<T<24 K. Current-voltage char
acteristics of the longitudinal voltageVx versus the source
drain current were taken near integer filling factors.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

A. Breakdown of the QHE in antidot arrays with large
antidot diameter: Electron heating in dependence

on the lateral configuration of antidots

The first set of (L) samples was designed to study t
influence of thelateral distributionof antidots, defining me-
soscopic constrictions, on the breakdown of the QHE. T
arrays of antidots~periodic with the lattice constanta0 and
aperiodic with the same average antidot spacing^a&! were
patterned on eachL sample. This arrangement permits
immediate comparison of the QHE breakdown in perio
and aperiodic antidot arrays of the same average antidot
sity @see inset of Fig. 1~a!#. The distribution function of an-
tidots in the aperiodic arrays is of approximately Gauss
shape with a broadening parametersa of about 1

4 ^a& for all
samples. The values of the mean free path at zero mag
field andT51.3 K in the antidot arrays are comparable to t
average antidot spacing~see Ref. 13!.

From Shubnikov–de Haas~SdH! curves with the sample
current as parameter, we determined the critical currenI c
@defined on the basis of a criterion ofrxx /rxy5cot(QH)53
31024, with QH being the Hall angle, as a measure for t
,
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relative dissipation per area#.13 For L samples with
a05^a&.400 nm, the critical currents of theperiodicarrays
are higher than those of the correspondingaperiodic arrays
@see Ref. 13 and Eq.~1a!#. For the periodic arrays~L andZ
samples!, the critical currentI c decreases linearly with in
creasing 1/a0 @Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#. This linear dependence o
I c on 1/a0 can be explained by a simple geometrical arg
ment: The breakdown occurs if the highest local current d
sity j x

max between adjacent antidots reaches the critical c
rent densityj c

0 known from the unpatterned reference devic

j c
05 j x

max5
I c~a0!

w2N•del
, ~1a!

leading to

I c~a0!5I c
0S 12

del

a0
D , ~1b!

whereN5w/a0 is the number of antidots across the samp
I c

05 j c
0w is the corresponding critical current, anddel is the

electric antidot diameter. Equation~1! holds for a constant
electric Hall field ~homogeneous current flow! between the
antidot lines~see Appendix!. The scaling ofI c with 1/a0 is
equivalent to a linear increase of the critical current with t
effective width of the sample with antidots,N(a02del). This
result, obtained on asubmicrometer scale, corresponds to the
linear dependence of the critical current on themacroscopic

FIG. 1. Critical currentI c(n52) vs inverse antidot spacing.~a!
for L samples with square lattices~m! and aperiodic arrays~j! of
antidots. Inset~a!: scheme of the corresponding sample geome
~not to scale!. ~b! for Z samples with square lattices~m! and single
lines ~s! of antidots. Inset~b!: sample geometry.
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57 9939CRITICAL CURRENTS IN QUANTUM HALL . . .
sample width as reported earlier.2,3 The experimental result
agree with the interpretation that the breakdown of the Q
starts where thelocal current density is at its maximum. Th
alternative interpretation, that the breakdown would be
termined by thecurrent densitŷ j & averaged along the cur
rent flow directionor the remaining active area of the arra
fails to explain the results in a quantitatively corre
manner.13

From the slope ofI c(1/a0), values of the electric antido
diameter ofdel5370 and 440 nm, and of the critical curre
density ofj c

051.1 and 0.4 A/m~for L andZ samples, respec
tively! can be estimated. The electric antidot diameters
considerably larger than the lithographic ones due to ri
shaped depletion layers of about 135- or 170-nm width~L or
Z samples! around the antidots. As expected, the deplet
zones were found larger for smaller carrier densities. T
data are consistent with the picture that the current flow
curs exclusively in that region, where an incompressible s
of constant local density develops under the conditions of
QHE ~Ref. 14! ~see Appendix!. The value ofdel5370 nm,
obtained for allL samples, is consistent with the transpo
data obtained in the sample witha05^a&5400 nm. The
QHE is not completely developed in the periodic array w
a05400 nm due to a reduction ofa02del to values close to
zero for a0'del ~see Fig. 2!. In contrast, the QHE is stil
complete in the aperiodic array witĥa&5400 nm~Fig. 2!,
because the transport current passes preferentially thro
regions of lower local antidot density than in the correspo
ing periodic array.

For aperiodic arrays,I c shows no clear dependence o
^a&. The lower critical currents observed in aperiodic arra
can be explained by a strong variation of the local anti
density in the aperiodic arrays as shown by the follow
argument: if the current is fixed just slightly below the cri
cal value for theperiodicarray~lattice constanta05^a&!, the
breakdown in the correspondingaperiodic array is already
complete in all sample regions wherea,^a& holds. This is
due to the local enhancement of the current density betw
two adjacent antidots for spacingsa,a05^a& above the
current density of the periodic array~see Appendix!. As a

FIG. 2. SdH curves for sample L4a witĥa&5a05400 nm ~I
51 mA, T51.3 K!. In contrast to theL samples with largera0 , the
breakdown of the QHE in the aperiodic array~dashed line! is not
yet complete, but it is in the periodic one~full line!. This is due to
del'a0 , see text.
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consequence, these regions become dissipative (sxx.0) and
will be avoided by the current flow.7 The remaining area
available for the current flow will therefore be the total arr
area reduced by the area of all antidotsand the areas in
between those antidots wherea,^a& holds. This region con-
tains half of all antidots, but covers less than half of the a
of the array. The size of the dissipative region can be ca
lated using the distribution function,f (a), of the antidots
versus their spacing. We have generated a distributionf (a)
of the aperiodic patterns that can be well approximated b
Gaussian:13

f ~a!5
Nt

A2psa

expH 2 1
2 S a2^a&

sa
D 2J , ~2!

with Nt , the total number of antidots, and nearly the sa
value sa /^a&50.28 for all L samples. This yields for the
area containing antidots with spacingsa,^a&:

A~a<^a&!5E
0

^a&
a2f ~a!da'0.32Nt^a&2, ~3!

whereNt^a&2 is the sample area, and the prefactor is ind
pendent of̂ a& for sa /^a&5constant. The remaining nondis
sipative area is further reduced by half of the total area of
antidots, (Nt/2)(p/4)del

2 . In contrast, in theperiodic array
the reduction of area is given by the total area of all antido
Nt(p/4)del

2 , only. For del /^a&,0.9 ~with del5370 nm, this
means for̂ a&.410 nm!, the area available for the nondiss
pative current flow is smaller in the aperiodic array than
the periodic one at a current slightly below the breakdo
value of the periodic array. Thus, for the same total curre
a typical local current density will be higher in the aperiod
than in the periodic array. Consequently, the breakdown
the QHE will occur at a lower total current in the aperiod
array than in the periodic one. The same argument lead
theopposite resultfor del /^a&.0.9 ~i.e., for our sample with
^a&5400 nm!, due to the finite probability of overlap of th
antidots. This overlap gives rise to a larger area remain
for the current flow in the aperiodic array, in accordance w
our experimental results obtained on the sample witha0
5^a&5400 nm~Fig. 2!.

Due to the percolative nature of the current flow in ap
riodic arrays, the local enhancement of the current dens
which leads to the breakdown, can be different from sam
to sample, even if̂ a& and sa have the same values. Th
explains the difference ofI c found in two aperiodic arrays o
the same value for̂a&5800 nm.

The correlation of the QHE breakdown with thehighest
local current densitydoes not contradict the recently pro
posednonlocal electron heating approach,12 as the antidot
array extends over a length of more than 50mm. The elec-
trons are subsequently heated while passing the array lin
line. This could be confirmed by the results obtained
samples with single antidot lines. Figure 1~b! shows the re-
sults, obtained on theZ samples. The breakdown currents
the sample areas containing a single line are usually la
~the exceptional case fora051200 nm is attributed to a loca
inhomogeneity of the carrier density in the sample reg
with the antidot line! than those of the corresponding squa
lattice. Although a single line causes the same local enha
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9940 57G. NACHTWEI et al.
ment of the current density as the lattice, the extension
this constriction along the current flow direction of some 1
nm is obviously far too small to effectively heat the ele
trons. In the lattice, the traveling distance of the electron
large enough to develop a stationary state of elevated e
tron temperature. These results show that the electron h
ing is governedbothby the local enhancement of the curre
density and by the extension of the current path contain
the constrictions. The electron heating model explains
QHE breakdown by the balance of energy gain~per unit area
and time! due to the current,rxxj

2, and the corresponding
loss, due to the relaxation of the heated electrons:

rxx~Tel! j 25
«~Tel!2«~TL!

tep
, ~4!

where «(T) is the energy of the electron system~per unit
area! at the electron@lattice# temperatureTel@TL#, andtep is
the energy relaxation time of the heated electrons. Equa
~4! takes the temperature dependence ofrxx into account in
terms of the electron temperature only.10,11 Using this as-
sumption, a comparison of therxx values measured at low
currents and different lattice temperatures (Tel5TL) with
those measured at low lattice temperature and different
rents (Tel.TL) yields the electron temperature as a functi
of the current~see inset of Fig. 3!. We employed this method
to deduce the electron temperatures near the breakdow
the QHE in the center of the QH plateau atn52.0. Figure 3
shows a comparison of the electron temperature in the p
odic and the aperiodic array of a sample witha05^a&
5800 nm. Near the breakdown current, the electron te
perature rises from the lattice temperature of 1.3 K to val
of about 10 K. In the aperiodic array, the electron tempe
ture starts to rise at lower currents than in the periodic ar
We attribute this behavior to the higher local current den
ties in the regions where the current actually flows and to

FIG. 3. TemperatureTel of hot electrons versus sample curre
around the QHE breakdown (n52) in a periodic~m! and the cor-
responding aperiodic~j! array ~sample witha05^a&5800 nm!.
Inset: Longitudinal resistanceRxx in dependence on the current~j!
and on the temperature~h! for the aperiodic array.
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superlinear increase of energy dissipation with the curr
density.

The electron temperatures obtained from transport m
surements integrate the sample properties over the area o
array and correspond to the steady state of the hot elec
avalanche.12 Therefore, the measured electron temperatu
may differ considerably from local values on a mesosco
scale. Further, Eq.~4! is valid only for small differences
between electron and lattice temperature, since the elect
phonon scattering rate increases with this difference. He
the values obtained for the electron temperature can only
taken as an estimate, but clearly show the correlation
tween current-induced breakdown of the QHE and heating
the electron system.

B. Breakdown of the QHE in antidot arrays with small
antidot diameter: Electron heating in the presence

of additional scattering at the antidot array

The breakdown behavior described so far was inve
gated in samples with relatively large antidots
(del5370–440 nm! and large lattice periods (a0
5400– 1500 nm). All results could be explained by a p
dominantlygeometricalinfluence of the antidots, due to the
large effective diameter. However, we observed a comple
different and unexpected breakdown behavior on theW
sample with asmall antidotdiameter@dL540 nm, del5100
nm ~Ref. 15! after illumination# and small lattice periodof
a05300 nm. In contrast to the reduction of the critical cu
rent in arrays of large antidots, we observed anenhancement
of the critical currentabove the value of the unpatterne
reference region in the array of small antidots~Fig. 4!. In this
case, a qualitatively different effect of the ‘‘small’’ antido
lattice on the breakdown of the QHE has to be assumed

Apart from the different critical currents, theI -V charac-
teristics measured on the antidot lattice and on the un
terned reference region showed very striking differen
~Fig. 5!. In the unpatterned region, a clear hysteresis betw
up and down sweep of the current is present for the nega
current direction. For forward currents, both the value
breakdown current and the shape of the hysteresis are di
ent from those measured for backward currents. We attrib
this to a local variation of the electron temperature, eith
due to probing of different states of the electron avalan
for different distances between the current injecting and
potential probing contacts,12 or to strong inhomogeneities o
the current flow in the unpatterned region. In contrast,
hysteresis in theI -V curves was found for the antidot arra
Further,I c is approximately the same for both current dire
tions.

In this section, we provide an explanation of the enhan
ment for the critical current by an increase of the inelas
scattering rate of electrons due to the antidots, leading
reduced electron heating@Eq. ~4!#. We will show that, if the
increase of the scattering rate due to the antidot array do
nates over the effective reduction of the sample area by
antidots, the critical current of the periodic antidot array c
exceed the value of the unpatterned region. This condi
was obviously realized for theW sample with small antidots
~after illumination!, as shown in Fig. 4~b!.

To explain our experimental results, we invoke the h
electron model10,11 and calculate the dependence of the el
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FIG. 4. Critical current vs filling factor for theW sample (T51.3 K), ~a! sample before and~b! after illumination.
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tron temperatureTel on the sample current for the referen
sample and the antidot array. The essential difference in e
tron heating between the unpatterned region and the an
array is the inelastic scattering rate 1/t. In unpatterned
samples, t is supposed to be determined by electron-pho
interaction and can be approximated by the relation11

1/tep5CepTel
2 ~5!

with Cep5(1.2– 1.5)3107 K22 s21 as empirical constant
The constantCep is a material parameter for inelastic sc
tering in GaAs and was experimentally found to be o
weakly dependent on the sample properties and the mag
field.11 We therefore adopt the value given in Ref. 11 for o
calculations.

For even integer filling factors, the Fermi energyEF is
located in the middle of the Landau gap, which is 10.4 m
for the W sample atB56.0 T (n52.0). The thermal energ
at the lattice temperature ofTL51.3 K is only 0.11 meV.
Hence, the density of states~DOS! entering «(T) can be
assumed to be constant (DBG) near the Fermi energy due t
the absence of screening effects.16,17 This holds even for el-
evated electron temperatures, since the temperature c
sponding to the energy difference between the Fermi en
and the next higher Landau level is about 60 K. Therefo
the energy of the electron system,«(T), can be explicitly
given ~for EF in the middle of the Landau gap! by

«~T!52E
EF

`

~E2EF!D~E! f ~E,EF!dE5
p2

6
DBG~kT!2,

~6!

with f (E,EF) being the Fermi-Dirac distribution function
Using Eqs.~4!–~6!, the following relation forj x(Tel) can be
obtained for the unpatterned sample region:

j x~Tel!5H p2k2

6
DBGCep

Tel
4 2Tel

2TL
2

rxx~Tel!
J1/2

. ~7!

Equation~7! yields anS-shapedTel versus j x dependence
Sincerxx is a monotonous function ofTel , this corresponds
c-
ot

n

tic
r

re-
gy
,

to an S-shapedVx-I characteristic.10,11 As the parts of the
curve, where]Tel /] j x,0 ~and ]Vx /] j x,0, respectively!
holds, are instable, a hysteresis in the corresponding exp
mental curve develops. The hysteresis is confined betw
two limiting values of j x , j c1 , and j c2 ~j c1 corresponds to
lower and j c2 to higher electron temperatures,j c1. j c2!.
Both values, j c1 and j c2 , are not only dependent on th
parameters of Eq.~7!, as DBG and Cep , but also on the
temperature dependence ofrxx(Tel). To explain quantita-
tively the hysteresis of theV-I characteristics that we ob
served for the unpatterned region@Fig. 5~a!#, we use the
ansatz16

rxx5r0 exp$2D/kTel%1rBG , ~8!

with D5\vc/2 for EF in the middle of the Landau gap. Th
first term in Eq.~8! describes the resistivity contribution du
to thermal activation over the Landau gap. Using the ten
relation rxx5sxx /(sxx

2 1sxy
2 ) and sxx(T)5s0exp$2D/kT%,

the prefactorr0 can be determined. For long-range scatte
ing, s0 was theoretically found18 equal to 2e2/h, as con-
firmed by measurements of Svobodaet al.19 At a filling fac-
tor of n52 with sxy52e2/h, this leads tor05h/4e2 ~see
also Ref. 20!. The additional contribution to the resistivity
rBG , has crucial influence on the breakdown current dens
j c1 . If purely activated behavior ofrxx(T) is assumed, the
electric power gainrxxj x

2 is very small at low temperatures
even for rather large values ofj x . Thus, the values forj c1
become unrealistically high. To obtain values ofj c1 closer to
the experiment, finite values ofrBG have to be assumed. A
possible origin ofrBG is variable range hopping~VRH!.21,22

Different temperature dependences and parameters forrBG
were proposed.21,22 However, the value ofj c2 , which marks
the lower limit of the hysteresis at higher electron tempe
tures, is nearly unaffected by the choice ofrBG . For the
determination ofj c2 , the activated conduction provides th
dominating contribution. Using the following parameters:~1!
The density of states,DBG523109 cm22 meV21, as re-
ported in Ref. 16 for comparable samples,~2! the electron-
phonon scattering constant,Cep51.23107 K22 s21, as re-
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9942 57G. NACHTWEI et al.
ported in Ref. 11 for the filling factorn52, and ~3! the
activation energyD5\vc/2}B, we obtained the lower limit
of the hysteresis (I c25 j c2w) for the I -V characteristics of
the unpatterned sample in excellent agreement with the
periment@Fig. 5~a! and inset#. To reproduce the upper limi
of the observed hysteresis (I c15 j c1w) by the calculations,
we tested several temperature dependences forrBG . The
best fit was obtained for values approachingrBG'1 V at
electron temperatures near the breakdown. The essential
clusion from this finding is that the breakdown of the QH
can be explained consistently within the hot electron mo
only, if rxx is predominantly determined by additional tran
port mechanisms~i.e., hopping! in the pre-breakdown re
gime.

The material parametersDBG andrBG , which provide the
best fit for theI -V characteristics of the unpatterned samp
were also used in the calculations for the antidot array.
the inelastic scattering time, however, we assume that
electrons can lose energy while interacting with the anti
lattice, due to the local enhancement of the Hall electric fi
between adjacent antidots~see Appendix!. We do not ad-
dress the question of the microscopic nature of the elect
phonon interaction in the antidot array, but presume sim
that t is determined by the average drift time between t
inelastic scattering events in the antidot lattice as long

FIG. 5. Vx vs sample current for theW sample@~a! reference
region,~b! antidot array#. No hysteresis is observable in the antid
array. Inset in~a!: Electron temperatures vs current for sampleW,
calculated applying Eqs.~7! and ~11!, for the normal region~full
line! and for the antidot lattice~dashed: scattering probabilitypa

51 and drift lengthl drift5a05300 nm, dash-dotted:pa50.3, l drift

51 mm, dotted:pa50.17, l drift52 mm!.
x-
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l

,
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ot
t
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tdrift!tep holds. The drift timetdrift , corresponding to the
mean drift lengthl drift between two scattering events, can
expressed as follows:

tdrift5 l drift /vdrift5a0ens / j xpa ~9!

with pa5a0 / l drift being the probability of inelastic relaxatio
of an electron while passing one elementary cell of the a
dot lattice. The drift velocityvdrift5 j x /ens is relevant in our
case, since the magnetic lengthl B is more than one order o
magnitude smaller than the antidot lattice constanta0
~drifting-orbit regime15!. At higher electron temperatures be
yond the breakdown, the conditiontdrift!tep is violated in
the antidot lattice. Then, the total scattering rate 1/t can be
written as the sum of the rates due to electron-phonon s
tering and due to inelastic scattering events in the ant
lattice:

1

t
5

1

tep
1

1

tdrift
5CepTel

2 1
j xpa

a0ens
. ~10!

This total scattering rate yields the following current dens
as a function of the electron temperature in the antidot ar

j x~Tel!5
1

2
j array1S 1

4
j array
2 1 j ref

2 D 1/2

~11!

with

j array~Tel!5
p2k2

6e

DBGPa

nsa0

Tel
2 2TL

2

rxx~Tel!
~11a!

and j ref according to Eq.~7!.
Hence, the electron temperatures in the antidot lattice

yond the breakdown will be limited by the intrinsic electro
phonon scattering as in the unpatterned system, and so
be the low-current sideI c2 of the I -V hysteresis. The highe
electron temperatures and the lowerI c2 values in the antidot
lattice @in comparison with the unpatterned system, see in
in Fig. 5~a!# are due to the reduction of the effective samp
width by weff5w0(a02del)/a0 in the antidot array. Further
the hysteresis limitsI c1 and I c2 shift to higher values, the
closer the distance between the additional scattering ev
in the antidot lattice is. As visible in the inset of Fig. 5~a!, for
scattering probabilities 0.17,pa<1 or drift lengths 2mm
. l drift>300 nm, the decrease of the critical currentI c1 by
the reduction ofweff is overcompensated by the addition
scattering. In particular, high scattering rates~i.e., high prob-
abilities pa and/or small lattice constantsa0! lead to critical
currents, which can exceed the value of the unpatterned
gion considerably. This is the principal explanation for t
fact, that an effective enhancement of the critical curr
could be observed only in the antidot lattice with the small
antidot lattice period investigated in this study. The compl
absence of any hysteresis in the antidot lattice, however,
not be straightforwardly explained within this picture.
qualitative explanation for the absence of theI -V hysteresis
can be given by the obviously higher degree of homogen
of the current flow in the antidot lattice, compared with t
unpatterned region. The formation and spatial fluctuation
local hot-electron domains on a large scale is assumed t
essential for the observation of a hysteresis in theI -V
characteristics.11 This effect, which implies a spatial decom
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position of the systems into areas with hot and cold electr
near the breakdown,11 could be effectively suppressed in th
presence of a homogenizing antidot lattice. This assump
is in accordance with our experimental results. In our exp
ment, the critical current of the unpatterned region decrea
slightly after illumination, although it should increase as o
served for the antidot array~see Fig. 4!, due to the shift of
the QH plateau to higher magnetic fields. This indica
clearly an increasing degree of inhomogeneity in the lo
distribution of the electron density for the unpatterned
gion, whereas a higher degree of homogeneity can be
sumed in the antidot lattice, in accordance with the obser
increase ofI c after illumination.

In conclusion, the hot-electron model10,11explains reason-
ably well the behavior of theI -V characteristics of the QHE
breakdown, observed on unpatterned samples. The com
absence of hysteresis effects in antidot lattices, howe
cannot be reproduced straightforwardly by this model. N
ertheless, the model yields an appropriate relation betw
the breakdown current enhancement, which was observe
our experiments on small-period lattices of small antido
and the increase of the inelastic scattering rate in these
dot lattices.

IV. SUMMARY

We have measured the critical currents of the QHE
Hall bars with antidot arrays. Inperiodic arrayswith rather
large antidots~dL5100 nm, del5370– 440 nm!, the break-
down is governed by the increase of themaximum local cur-
rent densitybetween neighboring antidots. The critical cu
rent is reduced with decreasing distance between the ant
due to the corresponding increase of the current density
tween the antidots, which are surrounded by rather la
depletion zones. Foraperiodic arrays, the breakdown curren
is strongly reduced in comparison with periodic arrays of
same antidot density, due to the inhomogeneous distribu
of the antidots, which leads to a strongly inhomogene
current flow. This is confirmed by measurements of the e
tron temperature, which in an aperiodic array rises at low
currents and to higher values than in the corresponding p
odic array.

Single linesof antidots, placed across the current flo
direction, only slightly reduce the breakdown current. T
confirms the assumption of avalanche heating of electro
The length of the constriction formed by a single line alo
the current flow direction, which is of the order of some 1
nm only, is not sufficient to reach the stationary state of
hot-electron avalanche.

In samples withsmall antidot diameters and periods, the
effect of the geometrical reduction can be compensated
by an effective reduction of the electron temperature, i
sufficient increase of the inelastic scattering rate due to
antidot lattice occurs. Our observation of considerably hig
breakdown currents of the antidot lattice~a05300 nm and
dL540 nm! in comparison with the unpatterned sample
gion is, however, partially due to the higher degree of hom
geneity in the current flow through the antidot lattice. Th
explains also the observed absence of any hysteresis in
current-voltage characteristics of antidot lattices, in contr
to the behavior of unpatterned samples.
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APPENDIX

Our understanding of the different breakdown currents
periodic and aperiodic arrays of antidots is based on the
sumption that, in general, the average current density
tween adjacent antidots increases with decreasing dist
between these antidots. The purpose of this Appendix i
precisely formulate and to check this assumption for a w
defined typical situation.

We consider a square lattice of lattice constanta, with
two antidots per unit cell, located atr05(0,y0) and 2r0 .
Further, we assume a stationary current flow through
lattice, with an average current densityj05^ j (r )&5( j x

0,0) in
thex direction. Then the electric field can be derived from
electrostatic potential,E52“F, and the equation of conti
nuity requires“• j50. We apply a local Drude relation be
tween current density and field,j (r )5s(r )E(r ), with sxx
5syy5s l(r ) and syx52sxy5sH(r ). To describe the ef-
fect of an antidot at the positionr 0 , we assume a reductio
of the electron density by the factor$12exp(2@r
2r0#

2/R2)%. Thus, the electron density is reduced to zero
the centerr0 of an antidot, but is practically unaffected b
that antidot at a distanceur2r0u.2R. Positions and radii of
the antidots are chosen such that there is no overlap of a
dots belonging to different unit cells of the lattice (a/22y0
.2R). In the spirit of the Drude theory, we presume that t
local value of the conductivity is proportional to the loc
electron density,s l(r )/s l

h5sH(r )/sH
h 5ns(r )/ns

h , where
s l

h , sH
h , andns

h are longitudinal conductivity, Hall conduc
tivity, and electron density of the homogeneous electron s
tem without the antidots. To adapt this model to the quant
Hall effect near to its breakdown, we take into account t
s l

h is finite, but very much smaller thansH
h . Applying these

model assumptions, we obtain the second-order partial
ferential equation

2“•@s~r !“F~r !#50 ~A1!

for the electrostatic potential, which we solve numerically
Fourier transformation. Figure 6 shows the equipoten
lines obtained for the parameter valuesR/a50.05, y0 /a
50.15 ~aperiodic array!, ands l

h/sH
h 51023. Since the Hall

angle is very close to 90°, the current flows practically alo
the equipotential lines. Apparently, the current is complet
expelled from the interior of the antidots, where the dens
is reduced from the valuens

h by more than a few percent, an
where the potential is constant. Figure 7~a! shows the corre-
sponding result for thex component of the current densit
j x(x,y) along the linesx50 through the center of the ant
dots andx/a50.5 midway between two adjacent lines
antidots. The current density atx/a50.5 deviates only
weakly from the corresponding valuej x

0 of the homogeneous
system without antidots. Atx50, however, the current den
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sity reaches considerably higher values between the anti
@about 3j x

0 at (x,y)5(0,a/2) for a distance of 0.3a between
the centers of adjacent antidots, and about 1.5j x

0 at ~0,0! for
0.7a#. The local electron heating, which is proportional
u j u2, is even enhanced by factors of about 10 or 3 for anti
distances of 0.3a or 0.7a, respectively.

For the sake of comparison, we show in Fig. 7~b! similar
results for the corresponding lattice of antidots with equ
spacings along the line atx50. As expected, the peak value
of j x(x,y) and thus of the heat production remain consid
ably below those of Fig. 7~a!.

These results support the physical picture underlying
discussion of the breakdown currents in periodic and ap
odic antidot arrays. Details of the numerical results, e.g.,

FIG. 6. Contour lines of the electrostatic potential within o
unit cell of the antidot lattice described in the Appendix.
e

o

ots

o
ot

al
s
r-

ur
ri-

the

magnitude of the backflow currents around the antidots le
ing to negative values ofj x , should depend on the details o
our model, but not the general trends. We have confirm
this expectation by calculations with a more realistic ans
for sxx as a function of the local electron density~with a
maximum ofsxx at half integer filling factors!.

e

FIG. 7. Current densityj x(x,y), in units of its average valuej x
0

over the unit cell, along the linesx50 ~solid lines! and x5a/2
~dash-dotted lines! for the antidot lattice described in the Append
with antidot parametersR/a50.05, and~a! y0 /a50.15 and~b!
y0 /a50.25.
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